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Relativistic Electron Precipitation (REP) is a phenomenon of MeV electron precipitation into the atmosphere from the
outer radiation belt. Previous studies (e.g., Kataoka et al., 2016) suggest that electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves
cause REP during magnetic storms when they resonate with and scatter energetic electrons in the radiation belt. Meanwhile,
Kataoka et al. (2020) have reported three different types of REP events associated with different types of plasma waves
(chorus, electrostatic whistler, and EMIC waves). While different types of plasma waves can play important roles as drivers
of REP, the relative importance between the different types of plasma waves and REP events have not been statistically clar-
ified. In this study, we identified plasma waves which were associated with many REP events from conjugate observations
between the International Space Station (ISS) and the Arase satellite. First, we identified REP events from data observed by
CALorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET) /Charge Detector (CHD) onboard ISS in the period from March 2017 to Decem-
ber 2021. Then, we detected 31 REP-related conjunction events, in which the ionospheric footprints of Arase were close to
the ISS locations when the CALET/ISS observed REP events. Finally, we identified the plasma waves by visual inspection
from the REP-related conjunction events, using the electric and magnetic field spectra data observed by Plasma Wave Exper-
iment (PWE)/Onboard Frequency Analyzer (OFA) and Magnetic Field Experiment (MGF) onboard the Arase satellite. We
identified chorus waves in 9 events out of the 31 conjunction REP events dominantly in the post-midnight sector (23-03MLT)
near the magnetic equator. The second largest population is the 7 REP events associated with electrostatic whistler waves,
which were mostly observed in the pre-midnight sector (20-24MLT). The last 3 events were associated with EMIC waves.
Besides these waves, hiss waves were also seen in 7 events. These results suggest that various types of plasma waves other
than EMIC waves can drive REP events.


